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Abstract: The main role of environmental law is to mitigate environmental damage and hence to alleviate 
human suffering. First of all what is sought is to clearly understand its rules, without losing too much time and energy. 
By the rules of the surrounding the law reflects the reality and enables man to discipline his conduct. Being created as a 
regulatory tool in society, law society permanently bound and forced to evolve along with the evolution of society to 
adapt to all needs of the people. Hence, the right progress with the progress of society and on the other hand, it must be 
studied in its evolution in relation to society. 
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Introduction. Argumentum 
 
It is well known that human destiny is influenced by the environment. Nowhere in the world there is 

an area that is immune to disasters and human abuses against the environment. Risks as alteration and habitat 
destruction, species extinction and biodiversity damage, ozone depletion and climate changes are global 
characteristics. 

The same can be said about the repercussions of environmental pollution like products in some parts 
of the world, and the implications of regional and local environmental problems are likely to become an 
important factor in international relations, especially that "2012 was marked, in international environmental 
plan by two major setbacks: the Rio +20 Conference (June), respectively, ending on December 31, the 
effects of the Kyoto Protocol on reducing emissions of greenhouse gases without negotiations initiated in 
2006 to reach a compromise the purpose of extending its application. Of course, the stalemate in both cases 
was covered under diplomatic formulas: the concept of " green growth " fittest current financial crisis may 
conjuncture system and euro climatic issues will be negotiated further in the hope of reaching 2015 the 
conclusion of a comprehensive legal agreement in respect of the involved states and ambitious objectives 
(digital and firm deadlines for achievement)" [1]. 

Environmental problems of modern states are not limited to the territory of a state. At the beginning 
of the XXI century, it became clear the need for knowledge of accepted systems institutions, internationally, 
and comparing systems of different states, as a prerequisite for their own solutions. Many of the 
environmental problems of people in different corners of the world are similar or even identical. Knowing 
the different experiences help save time and avoid mistakes by other countries. Mechanical means not 
copying what exists in countries with developed democracy, but knowledge of certain mechanisms and rules 
of operation of the institutions of the various systems and their adaptation to conditions in their country.  

In reality, rarely it can be seen the acceptance by a State of a systematic construction used in another 
country. Usually, the legislature is considering its own traditions, the development of legal culture, and the 
development of democracy and so on, trying to adopt only some - in his view the best - elements of existing 
institutions in other countries, or even create their own designs using elements from different countries. In 
this way, trying to achieve a double objective: firstly to reduce the negative effects that may occur by 
accepting the formulations created its own legal system in a foreign environment and secondly modifying or 
improving existing settlements in other instead, to avoid possible mistakes. 

Given the above, in the right environment, differentiation into action mode system models cannot be 
limited to two aspects: positive and negative. About the positive influence in can be talked when there is the 
adoption or transformation of juridical conception, or when a juridical institution of a country is completely 
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or partially created, and negative, when a model is well known, but still rejected, or when foreign 
experiences are considered unnecessary. The reality is more complicated. Of course, it can be find simple 
examples of influence, we'll not insist on them. Certainly, more often, from the comparative study, we have 
to do not with adoption, transformation, or exclusion the entire institution of the system, but only with 
acceptance of some items from institutions of various systems and building based on their own patterns. The 
situation is complicated further when influences approach the problem from a global point of view or 
perspective of time. One example is global warming. Speaking about the importance of comparative research 
on environmental law cannot override the current context of environmental law. 

 
1. About the current context of environmental law 
 
Consecration of obligation to take account of the environment is essential, because the hierarchy of 

general interests plays a crucial place, and the rights must not neglect this aspect, creating a strong protection 
of the environment through environmental policies and integrated, public and private actions.  

Outlining the current of this branch of law, however new it may be and no matter how modern a 
closer look can find “primary” sources before stunning the twentieth century. Legal texts from the late 
nineteenth century tended to protect wild animals and hunting grounds, certain rules of sanitation and 
hygiene urban agriculture promotion to observe a number of rules that did not come into disagreement with 
nature.  

Historically as seen from the point of view of the researcher seeking the roots of environmental law 
in the regulations at that time, net belonged to other branches of law may provide us with many examples of 
conservation and management of natural resources biotic. But what we now call environmental law reflect a 
collective contemporary global environmental issues. As we mentioned, its purpose consists of protection 
against pollution and other negative effects of human activities and natural resource preservation. Its 
existence was driven by national and international policies that were aimed at environmental protection and 
the assumption by the state of these tasks in the general interest, but without taking into account the 
nomological determinations of morality and religion. Environmental law is accompanied by contemporary 
collective consciousness as an expression of a worldwide movement of public opinion, which of course 
looming in the not too distant future recognition of a universal right environment I arranged with much moral 
and faith. Environmental Law as a subject and then as a branch of the legal system and made first place 
shyly, then gaining more ground. Of course, not always found classical criteria and requirements exactly.  

Environmental law was not born a “blank space”; the essence of governing their relations, he 
overlapped regulations of other branches of law, pre-existing. So, social relationships and activities covered 
by other branches of the law had to take into account the rules were designed to protect and preserve the 
environment, which has become a point of interest and therefore, priority rules in our opinion, can be more 
fully understood if we read and moral and religious issues that influenced the appearance and even 
subsequent evolution. 

 
2. Moral and religious foundation about environmental law 
 
The contents of this material we perform a comprehensive analysis of the relationship between 

morality, religion , and environmental law approach such a vast topic impressive performing a skill more 
prestigious authors before us, but we plan to offer a possible insight through demonstrating that moral and 
religious foundation of environmental law cannot be other than the law generally due to the specific field of 
application of the - human protection against damage caused by humans. We show in this respect that, 
according to contemporary authors, there are three main concepts in the philosophy of law on the 
relationship between morality, religion and law. I shall not dwell on them, but they will remember.  

The first design, which I agree and we refer to the moral content of law is undeniable, what we try to 
further demonstrate without being labeled as wolves moralists, but only to argue that The establishment in 
our lives all the days of ethical and religious behavior, respecting the rule of law, obedience to God, the 
supreme legislator, keep the divine essence of man. Moreover environmental where to live in communion 
with nature is vital and necessary. Where nature was destroyed human civilization vanished, ancient citadels 
famous place today grazing herds of sheep and cows. 

The second concept was founded by philosopher Hans Kelsen, in his fundamental work “Rechtslere 
Reine” - Pure Theory of Law, published in 1934, eliminating the moral content of the law and does not 
identify any link between the two. Kelsen legal norms attributed two features: the validity and effectiveness; 
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designate the first prerequisite is a Sollenau rules and the second expresses their role and keep Sein. More 
specifically, rules and facts that should also be part of the world is different because it does not derive from 
each other and the validity of any rule of law in any legal system legislation is only logical approach towards 
a clear distinction between legal norm analyzed as reality (Sein) and the rule of law taken as ideal (Sollenau), 
Kelsen law recognizing a single relationship, the relationship with the state, complying with the state law 
("Alles ist Staatsrecht Recht, Staat ist jeder Rechtsstaat" [2]. 

The third concept is sociological mixed recognizing the existence of legal norms with moral content, 
and the rules unconnected with morality. Unlike our option, expressed in the foregoing, we will analyze the 
moral foundation of environmental law, the legal system interference with ethics and morality, and thus 
trying to justify my position. 

 
3. About moral ontology of law The ethical and legal system 
 
Morality in the development of legal rules about compliance with a moral foundation in connection 

with the requirements of society, we can only say that it is still of great interest, even if it was and continues 
to be an issue that has preoccupied the great theorists, philosophers and practitioners law. Morality is a social 
phenomenon in the genesis, the structure, the functions and its historical evolution, a phenomenon that led 
creation of a governing moral nature of human relations, morality appeared at a certain stage of history and 
humanity will take what it takes.  

Regarding the analysis of the occurrence of the law shows that it is formed and acquired personality 
through gradual separation of religious and moral norms and customs, and its embryonic stage and legally 
extracted essential moral norms, customs (customs) representative human communities and their specific 
religious rules [3]. 

Morality, designed as a fully homogeneous element intertwine, can be regarded as a system analysis 
beyond unilateral and recognizing the complexity of this phenomenon. Seen thus, the ethical system has so 
many common points, spheres of interference with the legal system that often right was defined by morals, 
considering that he is nothing but a "moral minimum" [4]. With more environmental.  

The law, unlike ethical system, there is a coexistence of individuals, but their coexistence based 
Axio- ethical criteria. The right is limited to people relations between them; These relationships involve 
selfawareness, consciousness crystallized in me and the other, crystallized in you, he that otherness, ad 
alterum; Cooperation report, that work together to commit or adversity, ie misfortune and cannot be other 
than individual self-conscious reality and the other able to choose partners or opponents as a value criterion 
[5].  

As Juridical and Ethical dimensions of the same social activities through which establish 
relationships between people, relations which often are both legal and moral, legal reference to the moral 
rules seems natural. Binomial, legal - ethical and add the third element and religion to form the triad 
together, achieved the perfect balance of nature. 

 
4. About religion. Moral rules and legal requirements 
 
The link between religion and law is inevitable in history and present. Nowhere, law was not born 

with secular physiognomy which has in modern times. The authority that is represented by legal order finds 
its basis in the divine origin attributed to rules of law. It was noted that the state is built on three different 
forces: material force, coercion, specific to the law which is effective when employed against a minority, 
most moral law giving its support; force of reason (specific morals) on the logical necessity of law and 
enforced by man as a social being considered present only in a tiny minority, even in civilized societies; 
mystical sense based on emotionality, intuition, belief in divinity (the origin of religion) [6]. 

The religion is based unquestionably - by definition - the mystical, moral and right and they rely 
mostly all the mystical feeling. Of course, at first, in the history of states, the right was confused with 
religion in the sense that rules of law are considered as emanating from the divine. Little by little, the 
institutions were leading to demarcation more or less pronounced between religious and secular functions 
and institutions, to separate church and state. But in this case the connection is kept latent, diffuse psycho-
social level, between law and religion.  

As we know, "Do not steal!" is not only a moral rule or a "commandment" of religion, but a 
regulatory or legal prescription. Even if the thief is not afraid of divine punishment and even if no qualms he 
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should fear the " long arm and relentlessly " of the law. What kind of clear distinctions can be made between 
legal and moral prohibition of theft? 

First of all, the authority requires legal prescription is like God, heteronymous, but unlike the Divine 
Being, belongs to the earthly world, it is always a political institution, administrative or judicial Parliament, 
Government, Prefecture, City etc. Requirements imposed by the legislative power are protected and 
enforced, if necessary by force by police, prosecution, courts etc. Rather, the moral norm is autonomous, 
being respected as an individual is himself convinced of his reason and will, of its universal validity. Who 
steals only because of fear withstand the rigors of the law can always be tempted to acquire other property 
whenever it feels seif from the legal consequences of his act - whether it is satisfied that it will never be 
found, whether rely on certain immunities possible a corrupt and inefficient judicial system. While a truly 
moral person will not steal again, whether or not exposed to danger from the rigors of the law after his act. 

Secondly, the subject of legal requirements is always circumscribed within groups "subject" of 
certain institutional authority. As a citizen of Romania, I have a legal obligation to pay the taxes they owe the 
Romanian state, as our road code are required to circus by car from the right. Instead, the subject is always 
generic moral norm: nobody has the right and not right to steal, whether Romanian or German and whatever 
the law on theft in each country. 

The most significant difference appears between legal and moral sanctions. Typically, law provides 
penalties awards, only punitive. Respect for the law is not rewarded, as it represents a duty or obligation; at 
most it can be said that law enforcement entails an indirect reward as citizens’ gives the correct entitlement 
to state protection in the exercise of his freedoms. Nobody expects a reward from the authorities for not 
stole, lied, cheated or not killed anyone. Instead, the scope of the right is full of penalties for violators. These 
punitive sanctions are most often physical or material fines, damages, confiscation, imprisonment, 
suspension of certain rights etc. Repentance or remorse convict matters little or not at all. No one will be 
exempted from legal punishment due to that after stealing, I 'm really sorry; on the other hand, after having 
served his sentence, a thief on the loose resume life as if nothing had happened, even to himself, no regrets at 
all to being stolen, but only misfortune of being caught and convicted. In the sphere of morality, things are 
not so at all. On the other hand, moral behavior entails penalties Awards - and praise, respect, admiration and 
gratitude of others - or punitive - blame, reproach, scorn and disgust of others. Beyond these rewards or 
punishments from abroad, the strongest and most specific moral sanctions are those that come from within 
each individual consciousness. They are mental or spiritual distress; one who has sinned against conscience 
is punishable only by regret, repentance, remorse or shame, in which a strong moral will is born desire and 
determination not to repeat the same mistakes and if it can , the intention to correct the wrong done to 
himself or others. 

Form normative expressions can be of great use when we want to distinguish moral rules of legal 
requirements. Most times, a legal prohibition is accompanied by a moral prohibition, but not vice versa. "Do 
not steal", "Do not kill", "Do not lie", etc., are both legal and moral prohibitions. "Do not be greedy", "Do 
not be lazy!", are moral prohibitions that have no equivalent in legal terms. But the most characteristic 
difference is that, where the law only issue a ban , adds moral duty or obligation cannot be imposed by 
external authority of the law, but only the inner consciousness of each individual. Morality requires you, as 
the law, do not steal, do not lie, do not murder, etc. But only morality requires you to be generous, selfless 
and even magnanimous. It's not good enough to not take another; a man with a strong moral conscience 
accepts it's his duty to impart too full, or those who need and deserve support. It's not enough to not lie; a 
moral man feels compelled to tell the truth, even if this takes some risks. Not enough to not kill; morality 
requires you to do everything in your power to save a life in danger.   

No one can be called before the judge because he wanted to give his brother neighbor a sum of 
money he needed to treat his sick wife or child to send to school. No one may be condemned for silent legal 
when not asked, did not disclose the injustice or wickedness of which he was aware. As no one can be 
charged to court for not trying to save a burning forest. From the moral point of view, however, these 
behaviors without altruism are more or less blamed. We thus understand that legal rules prohibiting anti-
social acts - such as stealing, lying, deceit, murder, tax evasion, environmental damage - designed to ensure a 
minimum of sociability, without which society would turn into a jungle, whereas moral norms, requiring 
altruistic behavior, seek to establish a maximum sociability, so society to facilitate personal development and 
improving the human condition. 

The distinction between moral norms and legal requirements is of utmost importance for the 
environment. Many people believe that the only obligation of a honest man is to respect the laws in force, the 
corollary is that any action that harms the environment within the law is morally binding. Things are not so, 
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for several reasons. First, the very decision to comply with the law is a moral. As good on paper, the laws are 
laughable and ineffective in a social environment whose ethos cultivates and encourages dishonesty and 
corruption. What is happening today in Romania, Rosia Montana case and not only painfully illustrates this 
fact. 

 On the other hand, legal rules as such are subject to moral judgment. Some legal requirements are 
downright immoral. Unfortunately, today there are a number of laws ambiguous or ill prepared; the effects 
could not be less morally legitimate. On the other hand, in some situations, it may be more progressive law 
only partly ethos at a time in a specific company. There are countries that have legislated broken clouds 
artificial organ transplants, cloning, gay marriage, consumption of certain drugs or euthanasia, but the bulk 
of citizens reject these new freedoms for moral reasons. Essential is that in a democratic respect for the moral 
law is a decisive value. A bad or outdated law requires changed by constitutional methods, but to change 
them, to be respected as is, because the force of law is more important than any possible transient 
inconvenience of a law or another. Finally, the law cannot and should not regulate everything, constraint 
work and social initiative in some overly rigid patterns. Companies most dynamic and best performing in all 
areas is based on fewer laws, short and clear, full probity and transparency applied.  

With our life after the fall, when good is required to be helped, and evil fought for the freedom 
organized to acquire a value and a positive role in our lives, the only organizer of freedom is the law is right. 
Human society has no other effective means for creating and maintaining the order within it, than right and 
natural law is written in the law of nature. Indeed, as the Apostle of the Gentiles, "the heathen who have not 
the law do by nature the law, these, not having the Law, are Lorus law. Which shows that the law written in 
their hearts, by the testimony of their conscience and their judgment that I blame them or them and defend" 
[7]. Natural law and moral law , planted in the heart of man from creation , is thus stated by the power of 
human reason , which is destined for the human being, regardless of whether or not a religious or moral.  

It was said that the ancient peoples (Babylonians, Egyptians, Romans, etc.) made confusion between 
law and morality. But that, "Unlike the other nations, the Romans have overcome this confusion, evidence 
that as early as the age old rules were designated by the "Jus", religious and the term “Fas”. First, it should be 
noted that - at that time - there is no distinction between the religious and moral norms and legal, because 
both were considered to be the result of the same divine will and their content would only express moral and 
religious precepts this „voluntas Dei” imposed as "lex vitae" (standard of living). Then, it should be noted 
that in old age, the Romans, the laws have put a religious garb so as linguistic expression and on their 
contents. Indeed, in old age, even legal institutions, such as contracts were concluded in the form of religion. 
For instance, as you have put contract agreements was to become religious. The most important contracts in 
this form are sponsio (promise) and jusiurandum religious liberty (oath Liberation).  

Initially, and international law (jus gentium) had a religious character. We know, for instance, that 
the Romans, international issues within the jurisdiction of the Senate and a sacerdotal college (college 
feţialilor) led by a pater patratus, which have an important role in cutting disputes the war, conclusion of 
peace treaties alliance, after a ritual. Feţialii apply the rules contained in a religious code called jus fetiale, 
including the first germs of international law.  

A comprehensive process of desecration of Roman society and ipso facto a distinction between jus 
and fas took place after the expulsion of the last king however and the establishment - the republic, only in 
509 BC. H. As an immediate consequence, "Pontifex Maximus" has largely lost political powers. But we can 
still speak of a so-called "cult" of the laws of the Romans? It also stated that the concept of primitive 
Romans, rural, superstitious cult laws cult figure with the gods, whose goodwill was invoked for the 
purposes of social relations. Of course we cannot speak of a culture of law, less a religious parallel - the laws 
and gods - but only a sacralization of laws. Their sacred character derives from the worship of the gods, who 
were considered the source of the law itself, hence, the obligation of observing and applying them as divine 
commands.  

So in old age, we cannot speak of a socalled confusion, since then, all divine and human laws were 
considered definite or arising from the will of the deity, hence the common expression at the time: "fas est", 
i.e. allowed (the gods) or permitted by law. As you know, in 449 BC H was published “XII tabularum leges” 
(Laws of Table XII); engraved brass plates, they were fixed in sight. So just at this time we can speak of a 
distinction between what is allowed or permitted by the gods and that is not permitted by law (per legem non 
licet), although any act of obedience to the will of the Roman legislature meant another submission to the 
will of Deity. This should be highlighted and withheld the more since we do not know the original text of the 
law of Table XII, because we have not received as bronze tablets were destroyed early in the fourth century 
and H when Rome was burned by the Gauls. It should also be evident and the fact that the law on which the 
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impressive building of the Roman law, it was never repealed. From the formal point of view, it has been in 
force since 11 centuries. 

The meaning that we express the notion of "lex", i.e. submission to the will of the gods, was indeed 
expressed and embodied by the legislature and the Empire era (27 BC-565 AD), when at least in the 
principality era (27 BC and 284 AD), all power was concentrated in the hands of the king's autocratic leader 
of the state, the "holy" (Augustus), revered by virtue of his election by the will of the gods. Moreover, during 
this period, although the senate and magistrates old survive, they are nothing but a smokescreen behind 
which conceals monarchy, the Romans of old school thought was - like other peoples of the time - divinely 
willed by where the law so it was not dictated by the expression of divine will eventually decay else.  

The real distinction between "fas" and "lex" We cannot just talk than the fourth century, when 
Christianity became the religion of the Roman Empire (year 380). The king, however, continued to be 
considered "God's Anointed" until the collapse of the Roman Empire, the Eastern (Byzantine), in 1453, 
where the idea was in fact transferred to all countries in Europe, including the Romans, and the laws have 
continued to be issued in the name of Deity and the legislature, aka, king, prince, prince etc.  

Even from these brief details so we can realize that it is inappropriate to speak of a so-called 
confusion between law and morality or an overcoming this confusion by conveying the two notions, "fas" 
and "lex" because, on a real divorce between the sacred and the profane cannot speak only in modern times, 
but then, it was part and not everywhere. That he has not eaten in its entirety, shows us to practice today that 
we find in some of Europe courtroom or oversea where the oath on the Bible or on behalf Deity is still a 
reality. Motto, "In God we trust" also testifies the same faith in the Supreme Legislator! The same specialists 
in Roman law states that in classical texts, especially in the writings jurisconsults, reflect the old confusion 
between law on the one hand, morality and religion, on the other hand".  

First, we must specify that it is a so-called confusion between legal and moral name of religion, but a 
true expression of these peoples conception of the idea of law, and, ipso facto, their conception of the 
relationship between divine and human. Moreover, the Romans thought about law, was quintessential in 
those utterances about the nature and purpose of law, legal consultants expressed in those formulas stoning 
and concise, unique, which attested to the fact that for them, the principles of law and morality have their 
common source. This reality confirms us as Celsus and Ulpianus (Sec. II). For Celsus, for example, that "jus 
est ars boni et aequi" (right art is good and equity) as word has both a moral sense and legal. Also, Ulpian, 
Roman law principles intertwine - the utterance or define them - with the moral and organic osmotic chip. 
Indeed, for him, "Juris praecepta sunt haec: honeste vivere, alteram non laedere, suuiti cuique tribuere" 
(principles of law are these: to live honestly, to injure no other, to give each his own).  

According to some experts, the theory of Roman law, the definition of Ulpian learn that "a moral 
principle is put together two legal principles, for if not to injure another and to give everyone what are his 
principles of law, to live honorably is a moral principle. "However, as can be easily seen, the definition of 
Ulpian, however we cannot identify a moral principle, put together two legal principles, as stated respective 
Romanists, but three principles with a pool, and more specifically, a moral and legal content. Moreover, no 
harm another is above all a principle of moral law - enshrined in the Law of the Decalogue [7] - and then 
clothed in principle legal utterance. All moral principle - before one of the legal nature - is to give everyone 
what is his. Here's why, and Ulpian's famous definition should see a happy expression of both principles, 
both legal and moral, which, at that time the very concept defining novel about the relationship between the 
sacred and earthly, hence the requirement "divanarum atque humanorum notitia" (knowledge of things 
divine and human), and, ipso facto,"what is just and what is unjust" (insti atque injusti).  

Moreover, the definition of the same famous Roman jurist, Ulpian, resulting in the most eloquent 
possible that the very science of law is "justi atque injusti scientia" (the science of what is right and wrong). 
However, to distinguish between what is right and wrong - both conceptual and factual - requires first of all 
having clear understanding about what is moral and immoral, good and evil, allowed and disallowed etc., I.e. 
accordance with the precepts of the natural moral law. Here, therefore, that this definition of Ulpian have to 
remember to have this intrinsic, that exists between the moral law and legal law, and to be taken into account 
when assessing, categorizing and judging human act, not to relate only its social aspect. That even right 
"political" must take into account the principles of "religious and moral law", we hold true even some 
theorists of law for which the State is "a moral person politico-territorial". 

Naturally, a moral norm has no legal value and does not operate through coercive measures 
(constraint). And yet, they are binding even in international law, is often observed under public pressure. The 
principles of the moral law actually affect all branches of law, including that which is to protect the 
environment. For example, "international morality" - no matter what religious principles as it crossed 
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(Mosaic, Buddhist, Christian, Islamic, etc.) - Influence of international law in the sense that more and more 
rules of morals and justice, the observed states enriched international law, turning into its rules. "Violation of 
the rules of morality and fairness exercised contrary, a negative effect on international law. Conversely, 
respect for international law - writes Mr. Professor I. Diaconu - ensure the promotion of a moral element in 
relations between states, in which moral values, even unprotected by rules of law are respected". 

Under its appearance saw human institution, the Christian Church has had and she needed - to fulfill 
its mission - the legal rules. Therefore means that the Church has to achieve its purpose, subject to some 
forms of law. "In reaching the state on the other hand - Orthodox canonist wrote a novel at the end of the 
nineteenth century - as a church and in contact with other results again some reports, to be determined by 
principles of law". But the Church is a divine-human institution, spiritual nature, its laws based on law have 
binding power, but not constraining civil laws. Therefore, in terms of the nature of laws, religious right bases 
their moral authority on the actions, not the coercive aspect (binding) as civil laws. It should also be known 
that, in the Church, any offense shall be tried first as sin, and, its severity, is assessed and seriousness of the 
offense, how so and evaluation through the Christian moral law.  

As is known, the Romanian, the concept of law had - among other things - and the meaning of 
"religion, Christian Orthodox". In speaking Romanian, the word law has been taken from the Latin "religio" 
which expresses - in discerning Noica date - "link from within, by faith and conscience", which the Romans 
had passed the unwritten law, i.e. by "mos" (usually). It is no accident that occurred when Nomocanon 
collections (Pravilele Country), Romanians were called "divine law" or "law of God" and the Romanians, the 
most tolerant people in the Christian world, are bound "visceral" them religion of their law.  

It is interesting to see that the law has lost in the Middle Ages, much of the meaning of civil law - 
which will not recover than in the nineteenth century - to designate particular divine law, the law par 
excellence religion; what the law is bound to a particular order that cannot be violated, and this order is 
essentially divine order [9]. Unlike law - ensuring legal compliance, enroll in law, coercive force - moral 
ensures compliance with human coexistence, usually unwritten, by habit, by secular traditions. Or, just by 
habit were stated and moral relations between people who have found their religious faith judgment criterion 
support their actions. 

Therefore, osmotic relationship between law and morality, between what is right and what is good 
(good), between law and religion, etc.. is confirmed to not only the historical reality of human life, yesterday 
and today, as well as some theorists of law, where therefore the natural conclusion: there should be no moral 
law without a moral affirmation of the principles of humanities, health, the always take into account the 
good, justice and equity, values of humanism expensive, as they are otherwise provided for and the moral 
law, stemming from biblical Judeo-Christian, and requested and universal human rights, valued themselves 
as a religion man of today and tomorrow.  

Instead of conclusions from this brief overview of the relationship between the law of law and moral 
law, we must remember that to us, the Romanian "Romanian law" - which makes express mention Pravilele 
Country - First of all involved observing and applying the moral law Christian, as it was prescribed by neo-
Testament revelation. Moreover, we know that once, in the Romanian rulers have not had on them than "God 
and the law", i.e. divine law (religious-Christian), and human law; Nomo-canon (church and state), but both 
results in a synergistic will (divine-human). 

A secular law - national or international - which does not take into account the principles of the 
moral law, universal revealingly proves that the men were in total divorce with their Creator, and departed 
from his mind. Or, when the mind is separated from the mind of God, man becomes or demon or animal. 
Mind, separating from the mind of God - said a century anchorite IV - necessarily falls into lust and anger. 
And her animal lust and anger devilish. Course, and we, today, we might ask: Does a judgment rendered by a 
court that ignores basic principles of a moral law universally universal, and it is sometimes under the impact 
of the angry and alienation of the mind of God ?!  

For the principle of morality, of interiority, Socrates once proclaimed, to become the general 
consciousness, it took time. Undoubtedly, the time we have and we need moral principles become a civic 
conscience, whose spirit to express course and city laws. Naturally, only then we can talk of a compliance 
and enforcement of state laws and the legal and civic consciousness, enlightened and religious and moral 
principles laid down by the sacred book of the Judeo- Christians, that the Bible - the only original text – the 
major European literatures have known since the dawn of their assertion, and in which our nation has found 
itself sobriety Romanian national consciousness [10]. In the same vein are the rules of canon law, touching 
the secular law, and environmental law under the influence of morality and religion have experienced a slow 
process of humanization, as we try to demonstrate below. 
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5. Instead of conclusions, about the humanization of environmental law 
 
The idea to undertake this task is even recent, and I consider that environmental law permeates all 

sectors, integrating environmental protection into all compartments of economic and social life. Thus, we can 
thus show inter-and transdisciplinary character of interactivity.  

Environmental law that the rules governing social relations of its protection and conservation in all 
sectors such as, for example, elements of the environment (water, air, soil) and those ecosystems (water, air, 
land) and human actions cross (which is manifested in all sectors), we can emphasize the globalizing nature 
of this right.  

As stated prof. Dr. Mircea Duţu, "such a general provision reveals social value afforded special legal 
maintaining ecological balance and preservation of condition elements and environmental factors and prints 
relevant mandatory rules of law. Accordingly, the provisions of environmental law are "public" does not 
allow exceptions to their requirements" [11]. 

Recognition of a green public order as a limit and the objective of administrative action are 
controversial. This topic comes up against the difficulty of admitting the existence of several public orders, 
each specific to a particular branch of law, as well as the fact that the new definition and characteristics of 
this concept are not sufficiently well defined. But even if we admit the existence in the care environment of 
public order, I may agree with the above in that, whereas some are mandatory legislative provisions are not 
permissible exceptions to this. Indeed, such a result is not within the public policy nature of legal norms, but 
that it is imperative norms; However, most of the legislation consists of mandatory provisions, but only some 
of them public order.  

Among other effects of legislative declaration of public interest that characterize environmental 
activities we consider the creation of public service environment so that from the moment the environment is 
considered to be of general interest, there is no obstacle to creation, public authorities, public services 
responsible for its management [12]. Public services were also at the beginning of this century, responsible 
for the environmental protection or in part (eg, decentralized services of the state department of agriculture 
and direction) or fully (specialized public venues, such as national parks or financial agencies basin); some 
are private organizations, including associations of environmental protection, strictly controlled by the state 
and exercising public powers (control of nature reserves) can be recognized by the court as a public service 
administrative management of the care environment.  

The main role of environmental law is to mitigate environmental damage and hence to alleviate 
human suffering. What is sought is to first clearly understand its rules, without losing too much time and 
energy. Through the right rules reflect the reality surrounding and enable man to discipline conduct. Being 
created as a regulatory tool in society, law society permanently bound and forced to evolve along with the 
evolution of society to adapt to all needs of the people. Hence, on the one hand, the right progress with the 
progress of society, on the other hand, it must be studied in its evolution in relation to society. 

Study direction evolves humanizing environmental law is a relatively recent concern and, I might 
add, not very widespread. Until the twentieth century could not put this problem, because the environment is 
still in its normal state, unaffected by human activities, and about protecting its humanitarian standards were 
just a lofty goal difficult to establish with instruments legal and much less in practice.  

When we talk about humanizing environmental law we focus on the key role of innovation in 
training, formulation and interpretation of the law, a mechanism that is manifested both in the substrate and 
in the right language. The humanization of environmental law has been led and influenced the current period 
to a large extent the need to defend and respect for human rights and the principles of humanity (humanism) 
showing us how it changed right thus gaining a more human face. Increasing substitution of terms that 
designated environment in its short history, both domestically and internationally, reflecting the growing 
influence of the movement for human rights. Concentrating on developing our driven and targeted human 
rights and principles of humanism, suggest that they are not only part of the multiple factors that interact and 
compete with the formation of rules of law.  

Humanitarian concerns played an important role in triggering negotiations treaties prohibiting the 
use of certain types of weapons or those that require arms control. Here's how the study of the current state 
(synchrony) must be combined with the study of past states (diachronic) and determines the complexity of 
social and legal structuring its research efforts, a division of roles in relation to the need for enhancement of 
the correlated aspect of this phenomenon.  
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Right-complex phenomenon of society – is studied not only from a historical perspective – a 
phenomenon that preserve certain permanence over social development, but also turns in this development, 
but also from a structural perspective - a phenomenon with multiple determinants of quality, the elements 
that are in turn in a state of severe interference, as well as from a global perspective, that a dosed system with 
regularity characteristics. Track the status of this phenomenon highlights strong legal progress, but at the 
same time highlights the contradictions inherent in the humanization of environmental law. This alone 
proves that the study of history is not enough, no research combined with synchronous, but needs to be 
examined current environmental law he develops to determine whether it is possible to trace the evolution of 
current trends right perspective interstate to a human rights perspective and still retains its vigor [13]. 

A talk and especially to perform a scientific approach about humanizing environmental law in many 
respects may seem a contradiction in terms. For a thorough and conclusive of the issue of the title of this 
paper we find necessary to render the etymological definition of the term: humanization, humanizing, 
humanitarianism and humanitarian. Thus, according to "Romanian language explanatory dictionary-DEX", 
the notion of humanization means "humanizing action and outcome, and to humanize means "doing more 
humane closer to people" [14].  The same source (DEX) defines humanitarian humanitarianism and notions 
as "one who seeks, which is concerned with the good of humanity, full of humanity, devoted to humanity" 
and "conceptual understanding attitude, love for people and humanity, humanity".  

The term manhood is used to describe the community of human beings and at the same time, to 
describe a feeling of goodwill to its members. The distinction between these concepts is rarely marked so 
that they are often confused. Two terms often used so that, for most of the time meaning is lost. Become 
empty of content and use them under inertia.  

Human collectivity always made subject to further studies in many scientific disciplines. Moreover, 
science bent liberally to rationalize feelings like anger, love. In retaliation, the debate on the existence or 
nature of "other persons", which we call here the humanity of man – long remained isolated in the periphery 
areas of philosophy and morals. Could science prove that man's humanity is not only an innate feeling but 
and also a prerequisite for the harmony of our collective existence? What makes this difficult is cruel 
tentative evidence that human beings are capable of such extreme inhumanity.  

The debate on environmental law and human rights and their application in this century might 
change in dramatic fashion if humanity and inhumanity of human beings, and their harmonious coexistence 
conditions could be explained in terms of objective and scientific. Thus, compliance with these concepts will 
appear not only a legal obligation, but  also as a human imperative inherent in our existence. We can say that 
certain behaviors are unacceptable not only legally, but because they are foreign to the human being. The 
famous excuse of "violent nature of man", so-called uncontrollable, will become unacceptable.  

"Scientific evidence" of human humanity will not come only from the combined knowledge of 
multiple disciplines. In this attempt to rationalize human humanity, we call on behaviorist psychology, 
neuro-sciences, social sciences, anthropology, genetics, statistics, medical, economics, political sciences or 
all of these disciplines? Blow into the world of science a new wind could provide us a lead. One of the 
fundamental premises of science is that the findings will have in one way or another, serve the collective 
progress of humanity. Subjects as diverse as medicine, mathematics, physics, economics, anthropology and 
sociology compete together, but it requires effort transposition of scientific discoveries in the public domain 
and the active intervention of persons invested with power. With the progress of science have developed 
links across disciplines and languages increasingly complex and inaccessible to laymen. The wind again 
which I alluded is to take note of the fact that increasing specialization and compartmentalization of science 
requires the establishment of interdisciplinary bridges and translation of knowledge and discoveries in a form 
usable by the public and by policy makers is not easy nor automatic.  

To return to the humanity of man, the good news is that scientific research has evolved effectively 
streamlining objectives prospects of this notion. The bad news is that those scientists are rarely, if ever, 
referred to the implications of their work for the implementation and promotion of international humanitarian 
law and human rights. In other words, the two communities - the "scientific" and "humanitarian" – not 
simply articulated their knowledge. In this area, you cannot hope for decisive progress, for example, the 
discovery of DNA structure. "Scientific evidence" of human humanity will not come only from the combined 
knowledge of multiple disciplines. Humanity and inhumanity can largely be explained in scientific terms, but 
few officials of the international community or legal professionals seem to want to explore the road.  

The international community must engage in this way, since those who have the power to limit 
environmental damage as too often international relations and law as instruments in the service of 
strengthening security or economic progress, if not their personal interest. They could earn more if humanity 
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is man would be considered in scientific terms, especially scientific bail would help establish the true 
universality of environmental law and human rights and should shed light on the objective and purpose. 
Promoting human humanity does not necessarily pass through scientific research, but multidisciplinary 
scientific knowledge will be made for the benefit of humanity, promoting a modern concept, coherent, 
objective, understandable and universal communicability. It is our mission and new researchers to convince 
the public and especially policy makers to recognize the true meaning and importance of human mankind.  

Therefore, from the foregoing, on the same page with other reputed Romanian and foreign authors, 
complete citations identified in this paper, we feel obliged to continue the discussion on this topic hoping her 
character beneficial for the correct meaning of humanization environmental law known as theoretical and 
practical importance, even if it is a difficult task, it is not impossible, assuming both benefits and risks. 
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